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1.3 Notes Summary 
Speaker: Joel Therien - SendShark 
 
Date: Thursday, April 19, 2018 
 
Location: Commission Expo - Orlando, Florida 
 
Title: The Holy Grail of List Building Simplified 
 
Key Takeaways: “Joel mails his list a minimum of 3 times a day! The Holy Grail of Ad Cost is to break even 
right away. You always need to know your EPC (Earnings Per Click). Every micro commitment leads to a 
macro commitment. Everything is based on convenience. Ask subscribers to go to their email and validate 
their account. The magic ratio is that for every 1000 emails you send you only want one spam complaint. Do 
not do this industry without a backup plan. Every purchasing decision is made through comparison. Don’t 
take advice from people who you wouldn’t immediately change lifestyles with.” 
 

 
 

 
Mindset: 
 
Joel was bullied as a child with his Mother being his protector and best friend. But she was very conservative in 
believing one needs a good education to move to a good job. However, at age 11 Joel realized that this wasn’t 
going to be his path. Joel’s point is: “People either lift you up, or bring you down.” 
 
Thus at this conference you are surrounded by like-minded people. So, take massive and perfect action on what 
you learn at this conference. Don’t go home and listen to someone giving you a different perhaps negative 
perspective on what you want to do. 
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At age 11 (about 1982) on a Saturday, Joel’s entrepreneurial father, who sold yellow page directory ads, pulled 
from his wallet about $850 cash made in a couple of hours. At this very moment was Joel’s epiphany thinking 
his best friend’s mother, being an engineer, has to work about two to three weeks to make that much money. 
That is when Joel realized he wanted to learn what his father knew. 
 
Thus, Joel’s mother being the complete opposite in career paths created and internal struggle. So he pursued a 
cardiac rehab degree falling short a few credits as “life” intervened. However, during his internship Joel met a 
multi-billionaire, Dr. Michael Coplin. Now remember, ingrained within Joel was his need to seek validation 
from his mother as she has been his protector. 
 
On the first day of driving up to Dr. Coplin house for personal training Joel got out of his Eagle Vista and was 
met with a 4 million dollars worth of vehicles and a 35,000 square foot house with six women maintaining it. 
Joel’s internal dialog was if this guy isn’t nice he would leave. However, Joel ended up staying until 11pm that 
evening sipping on Dom Perignon. Hence, Dr. Coplin is one of the most amazing individuals Joel has ever met.  
 
Do you remember a company called Corel with about 4000 employees? They were the makers of Coreldraw 
and other products being one of Microsoft’s biggest competitors back in the day. Back in 1997 you’d buy 
software on a physical disc. Dr. Coplin told Joel that Corel was making about $5,000 a day on sales which for a 
multi-billion dollar company is low. Joel recommended that they start an affiliate program.  When Dr. Coplin 
heard that he said, “You are stupid.” The Joel’s heart sank, but for the wrong reason. Dr. Coplin further 
reiterated the response adding “If you don’t take action on this idea immediately then I will.” Two days latter, 
remember Joel is 20 years old, Dr. Coplin has Joel in front of the board of directors for the entire multi-billion 
dollar company pitching the idea of an affiliate program for their website. At that moment Joel had his second 
epiphany realizing that he had shared all his ideas with his mother and they were “bad”. Now he shared an idea 
with the right person and he is in front of the board of a publicly traded company. Ultimately, they decided 
against it.  
 
Joel asks the audience to promise to take massive and perfect action following this conference as Joel is sharing 
concrete things he is doing right now. He is going to show you what he is doing with list building (See Videos).  
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Joel needs 12 Hours; Not One 
 

● Joel Promises to: 
 

○ Go Over the CORE Important Things. 
 

○ Keep It Simple. 
 

○ Give You MASSIVE Value. 
 

○ Help You SAVE. 
 

■ Joel started in 1997 and did not make any money for the first two years. In all this time 
Joel’s business is centered around one thing and that is “generating a lead” and getting 
that lead to know, like, and trust him ultimately becoming his customer. 
 

● Joel is Going to Show You:  
 

○ How He Gets 2000 - 3000 New Leads a Day. 
 

■ But you need to take action and not get into “analysis paralysis”.  
 

○ How He Get 99% Open Rate When You Have a Great List. 
 

■ Joel will show you how to get 99% inbox deliverability and open rates. Open rate is 
important because if your subscribers are NOT reading your emails then it is not doing 
you any good. When you have a great list it is the most powerful thing to do. When you 
have a BIG QUALITY list everybody is looking for you to mail for them.  
 

○ If you build a big quality list and promote for a JV you make friends and money. 
 

○ Joel will show You How He Accomplishes This (See Video).  
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What is the “Holy Grail” to Any Success online? 
 

● Traffic? (nope) 
● Conversions? (nope) 
● Leads? (nope) 
● Sales? (nope) 

 
What’s This?  

 

 
 
Answer: Mid-Life Crisis ☺ ☺ ☺ 
 
Russell Brunson won this car. Then Jeff Walker won it.  
Thus, when you have a BIG list, that is also a QUALITY list, these are the types of things you can do with your 
life. Joel self deprecates saying, “I’m a really stupid person. But I’m really good at list building. It’s the only 
thing I’m good at because that's the only thing that matters.”  Joel has been list building since 1998. The bigger 
the list the more the subscriber’s know, like and trust you and the more money you can make. 
 
For those that do not have a list you need to focus on building one. For those with a list you need to mail.  
Key Takeaway: Joel mails his list a minimum of 3 times a day! 
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What is the “Holy Grail” to Any Success In Building A Massive List? 
 

● It is Optimization! 
Optimization is a combination of Leads, Traffic, Sales and more importantly “optimization” of EVERY 
aspect. There are varying degrees of optimization based on your goal. 

 
● The Cheaper the Action, whether generating a lead, opt-in, traffic, or sale, the BIGGER the Profits. 

 
The Holy Grail is for your Leads to Pay for Themselves Immediately. 

● Free traffic is great. Affiliate traffic is great.  Referral traffic is great. But there is a better traffic 
source. 
 

Key Takeaway: “The holy grail is for your leads to pay for themselves immediately!” 
 
Who is going to send you the most traffic, a JV partner or Facebook when you are spending $5,000 a day?  
Sure, JV traffic is more efficient but paid traffic is consistent. 
 
Paid Traffic!  
 
Key Takeaway: The most “consistent” source of traffic that can be ramped-up is paid traffic! 
Those that say not to use paid traffic are those who have not figured out how to do paid traffic.  
The reason Joel’s list is so big is because 99% of his list is built via paid traffic.  
The holy grail is if a lead costs $2 Joel wants to make more off the lead instantly to the cover cost and scale it 
up. Some people say they are scared to pay $10,000 a day for paid traffic. But it is a no brainer if you are 
making $22,000 a day. 
 
How Do You Do That? 
Joel is going to show you how to optimize to get your paid “cold” traffic to convert quickly into money. 
 
What are All the Types of Optimization You Need to Do? 
 

● Opt-in Page Optimization 
This is the first page to optimize. Joel has built over 9 figures online. If you are not focused on an opt-in 
page than nothing else matters. Because if you are not generating leads you are not generating sales. 
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Once you have the lead you have just begun.  
 

● Thank You Page Optimization 
It’s really hard to get someone’s attention. So when someone gives you their name and email to get a 
freemium they have made a micro commitment. At that moment you have that person’s attention! At 
that point they are excited about what is on the next page. It’s the only time you have somebody’s 
undivided attention. And it is not very long. This is because they are excited to go and get what you 
promised them. 
 

Opt-in Page Optimization 
The first type of opt-in optimization is: 
 

● Traffic to a Lead 
○ Lets Only Focus On Cold Traffic. Because if it works for cold traffic it will work for affiliate 

traffic. Affiliate traffic already is familiar with the person endorsing your product. 
Thus if your are getting a certain EPC (Earnings Per Click) for cold traffic you can double it with 
affiliate traffic. You need to always be able to answer this question: “If I send you 1000 clicks 
how much money can I expect to make?”  
 

Key Takeaway: You always need to know your EPC (Earnings Per Click). 
 
A Single “Call to Action” (CTA) Facebook Example: 
Here is one page that consistently converts for Joel at about 50% (sometimes 42% or 51%). 
If you like things on Facebook you can make a “full time” income with this program. 

● Put Your Social Proof Near Your CTA 
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● CTA Button: “Call to Action” Button: “Yes I am a Facebook Junkie Tell Me More” 
● Social Proof: Show pictures of others to demonstrate social proof.  

The CTA Button  is where the reader’s eyes are going, so put the social proof right next to it.  
The photos are just a direct link to the Fan Page. Note that 200,000 Liked my Fan Page but that 
may be interpreted that 200,000 liked this particular page as it is borrowing authority. 

● Fan Page: You have to use Facebook as that’s where your customers are. 
● Clear CTA: Always have a clear concise call to action. The simpler the better. 
● Double Opt-In: Because, every micro commitment leads to a macro commitment. The user 

clicking the button has made a micro commitment. Once it is clicked, a pop up window appears 
for their opt-in information. The reason this two-step process works is because they committed to 
the process with an initial click. 

 
Key Takeaway: “Every micro commitment leads to a macro commitment.” 
 
Opt-in Page Optimization 
 

● At $1.00 per click (a 25% opt-in rate) costs you $4.00 per lead. 
 
Key Takeaway: “Never settle for less that 25% opt in rate.” 
It depends if it is real traffic like from solo ads or Facebook ads. This is different than traffic exchanges as these 
are incentivized traffic. Our ads for people using traffic exchanges says, “Stop Using Traffic Exchanges!”. This 
is a pattern interrupt because they know at that moment they are using a traffic exchange.  
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● You should strive for a minimum of 25% opt-in rate and keep testing until you get 50%. 
○ Test, tweak and stay consistent. Have a clear concise CTA “call to action” and have social proof 

near your CTA button.  
 

 
 

THANK YOU PAGE OPTIMIZATION 
 
What’s your goal?  

● An Opt-in? 
How you optimize this page is dependent upon your goal.  
Is your goal to get a 99% open rate or a lead to build your list. 

○ The only time you have their undivided attention is when they give you their email address. 
● A Lead?  

Remember a big quality list is key to success. And if you are not emailing the list than they will forget 
about you. 

○ Email daily or they will forget about you, (Seinfeld was a show about nothing ) So don’t get 
hung up on what to email. Some people are concerned about pissing people off but that is what 
the unsubscribe button is for. The more consistent you are people either become your raving fan 
or unsubscribe. Frankly this is better than having people not remember you at all. Tom Cruise 
and Angelina Jolie have been consistently in movies so people remember them. Name one 
actress that was a star in 1990 who appeared in only one movie? You can’t! Because they are not 
doing things consistently. If they hate you and unsubscribe then who cares.  

 
Key Takeaway: “You can’t be neutral you have to be polar! Have them love your or hate you.” 

 
○ If you do nothing, then nothing happens and you are not going to make any money. 

Mike Filsaime’s launch of Kartra suggested affiliates mail twice a day and Joel says three times a 
day. 

 
Lead Optimization 
Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail Links for Convenience 
 
Key Takeaway: “Everything is based on convenience.” 
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● Direct Link: Direct link to main email service providers for convenience. 
Give people the convenience of validating their email with the service provider they use. 
 

 
 

● Single and Double Opt-in: 
Even if Joel is using single opt-in he still says “Go Check Your Email!”. 
Because an “opened” email from a major service provider is better than and “un-opened” email. 
Joel owns his own datacenter, email servers, IPs, and still it is all about engagement.  
So, not only is it about SPAM complaints it is also about engagement.  
 

Key Takeaway: “Ask subscribers to go to their email and validate their account.”  
 
If they open the email in the inbox your future emails will hit their inbox as you engaged with them on 
the first try. Having customer open an email from you scores very high with email providers. 
 

 
 
Open Rates Increase When You Add Convenient Links 
These are the stats from the Fan Page System Opt-In page where Joel implored the techniques mentioned. The 
below numbers are in regards to a 21-Day Email Series.  
54,573 Opt-in | 50,043 Opens (91.7% opened the initial email) close to 99% open rate. 
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The goal was to get a lead first before making money right away. So there was only a “one time offer” (OTO) in 
the email. Focus was getting a high quality lead first. Out of that OTO, there were 258 that paid immediately 
with the 21-Day email sequence that dripped in subsequent sales over time. 
You want to start generating revenue right away so you can pay for the leads right away.  
 
So, the initial email had a Total Sent 54,573, Clicks 16,908, Opens 50,043, and Pays 258. To be honest 258 is 
not that great but that income offsets the cost to get high-quality leads. 
 

 
A high-quality subscriber means two things, they engaged and scores very well with Hotmail, Yahoo, Aol, 
Gmail, etc... because they opened the email. And even more important, 16,908 (33.8%) of those that opened the 
email, clicked on the link in their email which is even higher engagement.  
 
If you send 100 emails and 90 people open the email and 30 complain it is spam. That is better than only 10 
people opening and one person complaining it is spam. It is all about Volume, to Engagement, to Spam 
Complaint, Ratio. So by conveniently having major email links on the Thank You Page open rates increased. 
 
Key Takeaway: The magic ratio is that for every 1000 emails you send you only want one spam complaint. 
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Lead Optimization 
 

● Webinar Registration 
● List Building Only 

 
Sale Optimization 

 
Your Series of One-Time Offers 
This is Joel’s Facebook account for the past year.  
 

 
 
Cost Per Lead 
Some leads are as low as .72 cents per lead which is really, really good! Thus it is really easy to make the .72 
cents back. It did take time to get the cost per lead that low. In fact, it took many, many months to reach that 
number. In fact it took 83 different attempts. 
 
When Joel began it cost him between $8 and $9 dollars a lead and he couldn’t make money. The point is to be 
consistent and have a budget of $5 a day to spend on Facebook, Google or whatever. Use the Facebook Pixel 
which optimizes all your ads. The longer you do this consistently, the better they are going to optimize for you 
people that you want to take a specific action.  
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Joel ran this particular campaign for a year beginning at $8 and ending at .72 cents a lead. It is so much easier to 
make money off of a lower cost lead than an expensive one. But how many people stress when it cost $8 a lead 
when they are budgeted for $5 yelling this just doesn’t work. 
 
So, when people come to Joel after losing their job seeking to make $4000/mo, Joel tells them it isn’t going to 
happen. From 1997-99 Joel did not make a penny online. But Joel’s backup plan paid basic bills and mortgage 
on a 600 sq. ft. townhouse. You’d be surprised how many in this industry do not have a backup plan. 
 
Key Takeaway: “Do not do this industry without a backup plan.” 
 
How do you get .72 cents for high quality leads? 
 
Here are the results of ads with the top two winners generating 5,733 and 8,525 leads. Over the past year 
running this particular ad they generated over 1.4 million leads. What is good about this paid traffic is that it is 
not cross pollinated and are“virgin” leads. And the best way to JV partners is to have a great list and this 
method is ideal in creating one. After all the industry is about reciprocation and answering the question of “what 
can you do for me”. Thus having a large list gives you massive leverage with JVs. The only time Joel doesn’t 
win contests is when he doesn't email more than once. And of course how much Joel resonates with that product 
or service. 
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Sale Optimization 
Your Series of One-Time Offers 

● A Quick Look At My Fan Page 
● Let’s Look at this LIVE ad on Facebook. 

 

 
 
The sales VSL 
 

● The Facebook Ad takes them to http://NowLifeStyle.net where they fill out the form.  
This is the first micro commitment. Again, each micro commitment leads to a macro commitment. 
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● Joel does a lot of surveys because he has business opportunities that are not always compliant with 
Facebook. But surveys are compliant. Joel has been running this ad for a year without any shutdowns. 
Yes, he has multiple Facebook accounts just incase. 
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● If they watch the video and create an account the user has made two more micro commitments. It is 
important that you as a marketer get used to appearing on video. Every time an action is taken by a user 
they are met with a video featuring Joel. Video of yourself builds recognition. People feel like they 
know you personally. Joel has made 7,582 videos in the past 10 years. Joel spends about 80% of his time 
on either conversions or videos. 

 
Remember that videos of yourself generates instant trust with people. The perception is, if a seller is 
willing to put their face on something than the product must be more legitimate. 
 
So far Joel, generated an initial lead with a survey form and has led them to creating a full free 
membership account. Now he asks for another micro commitment of their mobile phone number so his 
team can text them. He also asks for their Facebook and Skype accounts for messaging. The psychology 
is to drip feed the data requests packaging them into small micro commitments for easy consumption. 
Otherwise it would be overwhelming if you asked for all the data upfront. So again, it began with a 
questionnaire form, to a membership account to now a mentor inquiry. After all Joel and his team want 
the member to be successful. The goal is to lead the lead down a path where they feel more and more 
comfortable. That is why Joel shoots a warm video so they can feel comfortable with the process and 
each micro commitment. Again, if you do not appear in videos you will never get $.72 cent leads; end of 
story. People say this industry is hard, but just shoot a video. All this leads to a raving FAN! 
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Sale Optimization 
Your series of One-Time Offers 
 

● Let’s look at this CPA network 
 

Sale optimization, your series of one-time offers: 
This is a network that Joel dealt with. He spent $753,415 this year. But remember, it’s not what you spent but 
what you can make from it. That amount spent generated 8,121 sales.  Those sales cost him ($92.77) $95 each. 
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Leads Generated From These Ads 
However the $753,415 spent to get 8,121 sales generated 1,401,373 leads which works out to be ($.54) $.50 a 
lead. Do you think you could get a $1 out of .50 cents? So again it all begins with optimization and then 
tweaking and testing. What got Joel down to these numbers is video. So make videos! 
 

 
Leads Generated From These Ads 
 

● Let’s look at the LIVE Sales Process (see video of the process). 
At $95 Cost Per Sale, Joel is looking to generate his revenue back as quickly as he possibly can. 

 
Order Page: Business in a Box ($49.95/yr) 
Pre Enroll Now and Start Building Your Downline and Leadership Teams Today! This is a business in a box. 
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Welcome Video: 
Joel welcomes the purchaser in a video. The video is to make them feel warm and validates their purchasing 
decision.  
 

 
 
Below the Welcome Video Joel asks for their contact information. By the customer filling out the contact form 
it makes them feel even warmer because the company is going to reach out to them. 
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One Time Offer (OTO 1): VIP Club Inner Circle (Lifetime Membership $197) 
Joel then uses video to invite them to join the Inner Circle VIP Club. The page shows limited space and a 
special price. Joel validates their purchase decision and explains what the Elite VIP Inner Circle Membership is. 
The membership is designed to “skyrocket” their business while avoiding pitfalls. He emphasizes the 
importance of being with like-minded people sharing the same goal. He delivers a persuasive script. 
 
Key Takeaway: “Every purchasing decision is made through comparison.” 
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If they say “NO” to the Lifetime Membership of $197 for the VIP Inner Circle they are taken to a “Down Sell”.  
 

 
 
One Time Offer (OTO 2): Down Sell - VIP Inner Circle ($19.97/once +  $9.97/mo) Save over 90%! 
Using video yet again, Joel empathizes that he understands that perhaps money may be an issue. He says he 
can’t emphasize enough the importance to have mentorship and be with like minded individuals with 
experience. Joel shares his core story about being a boy where his mother was his protector and bestfriend. But 
his mom believed that the path to success was to get a good: education, job and ultimately retiring. Joel states 
that 95% of the people work for 5% of the population who would rather trade time for money. 
 
Key Takeaway: “Don’t take advice from people who you wouldn’t immediately change lifestyles with.” 
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Notice the one time payment of $19.97 is a decoy!  
This decoy is needed as “Every purchasing decision is made through comparison.” 
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Contact Page: 
Upon leaving both the Lifetime VIP Membership (OTO1) and Down Sell to Monthly VIP Access (OTO2), Joel 
asks the viewer to take out their smartphone and take a picture of the contact page. He tells them that he and the 
team are committed to supporting them. He ends the video saying “You made and extremely wise decision.”. 
 

 
 

Conclusion:  
Again, at $95 cost per sale, Joel needs to get into “profit” very quickly. So the VIP Lifetime Offer is a one-time 
payment of $197. About 22% of the people are taking that initial offer. So doing the numbers: he spent $50 for 
a $95 sale with 20% taking the $197 which is an additional $20-25 in revenue. This is just getting Joel to the 
$80 range. So Joel is still behind in his money. So, if it is $95 and he got $50 and now with the OTO1 he is up 
to about $85. Thus you need to test and tweak but don’t spend a lot of money. Having 10-20 people go through 
a funnel it will give you statistical validity. And this will be about the same whatever you do. Again, “Every 
buying decision is made through comparison.” 
 
 How many of you have been to Mexico and didn’t buy a blanket from a street vendor because there was 
nothing to compare the price to? You didn’t know if it was a good deal. The Holy Grail of Ad Cost is to break 
even right away because you can ramp up. So almost 70% were taking the down sell (OTO2) because they 
just saw the $197 (OTO1) and declined it but were given immediate access to the same VIP membership site for 
$19.97 ($9.97/mo there after). Joel made the first indoctrination of their brain at $197 and then sold it at 1/10th 
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the cost on the downsell. He could have offered it initially at $199 and then at $97 but by offering it at $19.97 it 
incentivizes action with a savings of 90% off.  And that is how Joel drives his traffic. So, why isn’t Joel doing 
more than $1.4million leads a year (2000-3000 leads a day)? Because as you scale your ad costs go up. 
Currently Joel can’t make it work but will eventually. So just optimize, optimize, optimize, then break even and 
you will make a fortune. And focus on generating a lead with a great opt-in page.  
 
Key Takeaway: “The Holy Grail of Ad Cost is to break even right away.” 

 
SendShark Offer: 
 
Joel has been list building since 1998 and has earned over $200 Million dollars. He owns his own datacenter 
located in San Antonio Texas. One of his assets is the actual IP addresses issued by the governing body called 
ARIN. Originally Joel began as a web hosting company until about 7-8 years ago when a guy offered Joel 
$1000/year for five IPS. This is when Joel realized he could offer autoresponder services. Thus, Joel’s biggest 
money maker today is his autoresponder service which sends over 40 million emails a day. 
 
How much would a 50,000 subscriber base cost per month on Aweber, Get Response, Mailchimp? 
It costs $300 a month on Aweber.  
 

 
 
Today only, Joel and his staff will import a subscriber list that is validated through a reputable autoresponder 
company (today only) but you must have mailed that list within the last week. If you have they will import the 
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list, if not forget it. What we do is login to your autoresponder account and validate your current subscriber list. 
You can change your password when they have completed the migration.  
 
Joel is offering you 50,000 subscribers at $25 a month. This will save you a lot of money over time.  
 
SendShark Commissions: 
 
Aweber and GetResponse offers 30% commission for referrals where SendShark pays 50% commission.  
So two referrals pays for your $25/month. This is a really easy sale. 
 
Training: 
In addition to getting an autoresponder with a 50,000 subscriber base for $25/month, Joel is offering the 
following training. 
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CommExpo 2018 Super Bonus Offer 
 
In Review: 
 

1. 50,000 Subscriber Autoresponder at $25/month 
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2. Import your list from a respected company at no cost (Today Only) 
3. Professional Training (valued at: $5,170; sold at: $1,497) 
4. A copy of every email Joel has written ($) 
5. Omar and Melinda Skype Consultation ($500 value) 

 
Yours Today for Only $497.00! - BUY NOW! 

 
 

 
Shared Links Provided by Speaker: 

● My Fan Page (https://www.facebook.com/joelftherien) 
● Let’s Look at this LIVE ad on Facebook. 

(https://www.facebook.com/165158530163209/posts/1835423756470003) 
● The sales VSL (http://www.nowlifestyle.com/mentor/) 
● Let’s look at this CPA network (https://admin.nexusoffers.com/) 
● SPECIAL OFFER: $497 https://commissionexpo.com/JoelTherien  

 
Joel Therien’s Commission Expo 2018 Interview: Watch Here 
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